For so long, people thought Dorfman was about selling hats. But really, we’re about our hat community. You see a hat is just an accessory, but our millinery community is fostered by the artisans that hand make our hats, local shops that display our creations, and our customers’ stories who wear them with distinction. This is coupled with our relentless commitment to service instilled by our founder, Jack Dorfman. Fashion trends are in a constant state of motion, but happy retail partners and valued customers are a constant for us.
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At Callanan Hats, we know our customer and we design with her in mind. She has a timeless sense of style, portrayed in understated chic. I like to design hats that are beautiful and timeless, not over cluttered with excessive trims and ornamentation. I like clean silhouettes that enhance the wearer’s confidence and style. A Callanan hat should enhance and not distract from the wearer’s beauty.

Since my first collection in 1986, I have never tired of introducing American ladies to the fun and mystique of wearing romantic hats. Be it at the beach or a special occasion, a Callanan hat adds a sense of je ne sais quoi.


In 1995 Dorfman Pacific Hat Company acquired the Callanan label and it is an honor to present my 25th collection for them this year-2020.

A hat is a very special accessory, it delivers instant glamor. Hats can say many things about the wearer from “look at me” to “leave me alone” as when they are used as shields by celebrities from the paparazzi. Wear them in good health!

John Y. Callanan
Ways to Shape This Hat!

- Brim Down
- Front Brim Up
- Back Brim Up Side Brim Up

**JEN I CR355-NAT**
*New*
Fine Wheat Braid Lampshade with 6 1/4" Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60YKQ0

**SUE I CR359-NAT**
*New*
Wheat Braid Lampshade with 4" Brim | Ribbon Band, Rosettes
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60SNE0

**JOYICE I CR360-NAT**
*New*
Wheat Braid Round Crown with 5" Brim | Grosgrain Band, Flower and Feathers
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60JEBO
KALMIA | CR249
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Faux Leather Band
3-Natural/Ivory, 3-Toast/Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Natural/Ivory Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | 1032ZE

KAMILA | CR355
Paper Braid Rolled Brim with 4 1/2" Brim | Chiffon Band, Bow
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 60HCN0

CALMIA | CR356-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Cotton Band, Bow
2-Black, 2-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 1031ZT
**CAMELLIA | CM175**
Paper Braid Round Crown with Dimensional 4 1/4” Brim | Linen Band, Bow
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 147DTW

**PAULA | CR420S**
Fine Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4” Brim | Chiffon Scarf Band
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 1312BM

**ROSIE | CR351-ASST**
Scalloped Paper Braid Round Crown with 3 1/2” Brim
4-Multi, 2-Spice | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45AVZ0
**SEA CREST | CR3250S-ASST**
Paper Braid Cloche with Dimensional 3" Brim | Braided Faux Leather Band, Rope
3-Cream, 3-Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 60FDC0

**ROBIN | CR353-ASST**
Paper Braid Lampshade with 4" Brim | Rope Band
2-Coffee, 1-Navy, 1-Tan | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 60WWN0

**BAKUL | CR354-ASST**
Paper Braid Cadet with 4" Peak | Linen Band
3-Tan, 3-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 60XSP0
HALEY | CR349-ASST
Paper Braid Cloche with 2 3/4" Brim | Twisted Toyo Band, Beads
3-Sand, 3-Ivory | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SVJJ0

JESSICA | CR280-ASST
Paper Braid Facesaver with Bound 4" Peak | Anchor
2-Black, 2-Tan, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | QJIH014

HATTIE | CR348-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3" Brim | Twisted Toyo Band, Beads
3-Sand, 3-Ivory | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SDJM0
BELAY | CR222
Paper Braid Cloche with Dimensional 3” Brim | Rope Band
2-Natural/Black, 2-Natural/White, 2-White/Black | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | WUP014

CINDY | CR223-ASST
Paper Braid Cloche with 1 1/2” Brim | Bow
3-Black, 3-Navy | One Size
Minimum 6 | 45REC0

IRIS | CR330-ASST
Paper Braid Visor with 4” Peak | Lurex and Elastic Back
3-Gold, 3-Navy | One Size
Minimum 6 | 45LE00

Navy
Gold
Black
Navy
Natural/Black
Natural/White
White/Black

Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | WUP014
**JENNER | CR331-ASST**

Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Lurex with Buckle and Velcro® Backstrap
2-Black, 2-Navy, 2-Wheat | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 4SHSU0

---

**TAMRIEL | CR332-ASST**

Paper Braid Safari with 2 1/2" Brim | Lurex and Buckle
2-Black, 2-Navy, 2-Wheat | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45CJN0
BEACH-BRELLA | CR357-TOAST
Twisted Paper Braid Sun Hat with 6" Brim | Chin Cord
Toast | One Size | Foundation Cap
Minimum 1 | 60VJP0

SUN-BRELLA | CR362OS-NAT
Raffia Braid Boater with 5 1/2" Brim | Ribbon Band, Chin Cord
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53FAD0

SHARON | CR363-ASST
Paper Braid Facesaver with Cotton 4" Brim | Bow
4-Black, 2-Khaki | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 98JAK0
25 Years

**BOBBI | CR350-ASST**
New
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Ribbon Band with Overlay
2-Natural, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 45U220

**TONI | CR352-ASST**
New
Paper Braid Round Crown with 3 1/2” Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band
2-Black, 2-Tea, 1-Coral, 1-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45PX00

**THERESA | CR361-ASST**
New
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 3 1/2” Brim | Striped Cotton Band, Bow
3-Navy, 3-Red | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45EX00
CYNTHIA | CR327-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 2 1/2” Brim | Rope Band
4-Black, 1-Red, 1-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 94Gt90

EMELY | CR320-ASST
8/10mm Braid Raffia Safari with 3 1/4” Brim | Shells and Charms
2-Natural, 1-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 166USO

GUNNERA | CR317
Rough Cotton Round Crown with 5” Brim | Rope Band
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131T5S
MEGHAN | CR347-ASST
Paper Braided Safari with Frayed 3" Brim | Fringe
2-Black, 2-Navy, 2-Sesame | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 159GSQ

SPENCER | CR322-ASST
Braided Raffia Safari with Cotton 2 3/4" Brim | Covered Underbrim
1-Black, 1-Linen, 1-Taupe | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 131EJU

GUSTAVIA | CR323-ASST
Braided Raffia Cloche with Split 4" Brim | Twisted Raffia Band
1-Black, 1-Linen, 1-Navy, 1-Taupe | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 131JHI
SAG HARBOR | CR315
Rough Cotton Cloche with Shapeable 3 3/4" Brim | Bow
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 131IVO

CHICOPEE | CR316
Rough Cotton Cloche with Split 3 3/4" Brim
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131AGY
A lifestyle brand wrought from the inspiration of a time when a woman's dress hat was a wardrobe staple; its pieces showcase the evolution of headwear. The result of our tried and tested approach is a line of products that is classic yet fresh. It is clear that the bygone infusion in hats will endure and Scala hat styles will offer their vintage feel while still maintaining a modern silhouette.

It has been our privilege to bring this heritage to the Kentucky Derby, creating for you a line of officially licensed product that was once only available at Churchill Downs.

Shop this collection, anywhere this symbol is used, you are shopping officially licensed hats.
**SAZERAC | KDL1**
Sinamay Round Crown with Crinoline 9” Brim | Feathers
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 119VGG

**LADY’S SECRET | KDL2**
Sinamay Big Brim with 7 1/2” Brim | Feathers and Quills
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 119WFA

**NATIVE DANCER | KDL3-ASST**
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Flowers with Feather and Quills
1-Black, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Grape | One Size
Minimum 3 | 119DAR
**BELLAFINA | KDL7-ASST**  
Crinoline Fascinator Headband | Feather Flower  
1-Blush, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia | One Size  
Minimum 3 | 1199PJZ

**ZENYATTA | KDL5-ASST**  
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Feathers and Quills  
2-Black/Royal, 1-Black/Fuchsia, 1-Black/Orange | One Size  
Minimum 4 | 1190PK

**RACHEL ALEXANDRIA | KDL6**  
NEW COLORS  
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Feathers with Flowers and Netting  
Sold by Color | One Size  
Minimum 1 | 119EMC

---

**ZENYATTA | KDL5-ASST**  
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Feathers and Quills  
2-Black/Royal, 1-Black/Fuchsia, 1-Black/Orange | One Size  
Minimum 4 | 1190PK

**RACHEL ALEXANDRIA | KDL6**  
NEW COLORS  
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Feathers with Flowers and Netting  
Sold by Color | One Size  
Minimum 1 | 119EMC

**BELLAFINA | KDL7-ASST**  
Crinoline Fascinator Headband | Feather Flower  
1-Blush, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia | One Size  
Minimum 3 | 1199PJZ
LADY APPLE | LD108-ASST
Sinamay Big Brim with Dimensional 9" Brim | Rosette with Feathers and Quills
1-Black, 1-Pink, 1-Silver | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 119UVX

FLOR DELA MAR | LD109-ASST
Sinamay Big Brim with Crinoline 7" Brim | Feather Flower
1-Black, 1-Chocolate, 1-Coral, 1-Ivory | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 119HDN

LIORA | LD110-ASST
Sinamay Cloche with Dimensional 3 1/4" Brim | Feather Flower
1-Ivory, 1-Mink, 1-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 119JMR
JELTRIM | LD111-ASST
Sinamay Big Brim with Crinoline 6” Brim | Bow
1-Fuchsia, 1-Ivory, 1-Teal | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 154YYA

SERENGETI | LD112-ASST
Sinamay East to West with Dimensional 7” Brim | Quill and Feather
1-Cobalt, 1-Magenta, 1-Silver | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 119HZC

RESTLESS RIDER | LD113-ASST
Sinamay Downturn with Dimensional 5 1/2” Brim | Bow and Feather Flower
1-Black, 1-Coral, 1-Ivory, 1-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 119OJC
**POINT OF HONOR | LD114-ASST**
Sinamay Downturn with Dimensional 5 1/2" Brim | Bow and Feather Flower
1-Champagne, 1-Mist, 1-Pink | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 119JVW

**SCARLETT | LD94-ASST**
Sinamay Big Brim with 6" Brim | Feathers and Quills
1-Black/White, 1-White/Black | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 2 | 119WPB

**DELILAH | LD95-ASST**
Sinamay Round Crown with Dimensional 4 1/4" Brim | Feather Flower
1-Lilac, 1-Rose, 1-Silver | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 119GKP
LAURELIE | LD107-ASST
Organza Big Brim with 5 1/2" Brim | Bows
1-Magenta, 1-Purple, 1-Yellow | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 600XPO

POSITIVE SPIRIT | LD115-ASST
Crinoline Cloche with 3 3/4" Brim | Bow
2-Ivory, 1-Black, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Yellow | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 119IRC

IMPROBABLE | LD116-ASST
Iridescent Organza Cloche with 3 3/4" Brim | Rosette
1-Coral, 1-Purple, 1-Steel, 1-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 119KEV
RAEANNE | LD13-ASST
Organza Big Brim with 6” Brim | Feathers and Bow
2-Black, 1-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 3 | 119TKO

RAEANNE | LD13-FASH
Organza Big Brim with 6” Brim | Feathers and Bow
1-Magenta, 1-Red, 1-Royal | One Size
Minimum 3 | 119TKO

ANNABELLE | LD100-ASST
Organza Big Brim with 5 1/2” Brim | Bow and Flower
1-Champagne, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Navy, 1-Pink, 1-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 6 | 119PQV
**TACITUS | LDF73-ASST**
Sinamay Hatinator Headband | Hand Painted Feathers
1-Blush, 1-Champagne, 1-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 3 | 119WDB

**CHELMSFORD | LDF74-ASST**
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Bow with Feathers and Quill
1-Black, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 4 | 154DZV

**VEKOMA | LDF75-ASST**
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Loops and Feathers
1-Black, 1-Cobalt, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia | One Size
Minimum 4 | 154HOQ
**POLLYANNA | LDF71-ASST**
Crinoline Fascinator Headband | Feathers
1-Black, 1-Champagne, 1-Coral, 1-Lilac | One Size
Minimum 4 | 119JOR

**PRISCILLA | LDF69-ASST**
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Feathers and Rhinestones
1-Black, 1-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 2 | 119MUN

**CATHERINE | LDF70-ASST**
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Pearls and Quills
1-Ivory, 1-Pink, 1-Mauve | One Size
Minimum 3 | 119ESC
HAZELWOOD | LDF76-ASST
Crinoline Fascinator Headband | Feathers
2-Black, 2-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 4 | 154GXU

CLOVERLEAF | LDF77-ASST
Organza Fascinator Headband | Crinoline with Rosette and Feathers
1-Black, 1-Blush, 1-Coral, 1-Ivory, 1-Magenta, 1-Navy | One Size
Minimum 6 | 119ZZK

CANE RUN | LDF78-ASST
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Sequins with Loops and Feathers
1-Black, 1-Gold, 1-Navy | One Size
Minimum 3 | 154XQL
LYLA | LDF66-ASST
Sinamay Fascinator Clip | Feathers
1-Black, 1-Grape, 1-Hot Pink, 1-Red | One Size
Minimum 4 | 119ELK

RUTHANNA | LDF66-ASST
Sinamay Fascinator Clip | Feathers
2-Black/Champagne, 2-Champagne/Black, 1-Black/Red, 1-Black/Yellow | One Size
Minimum 6 | 119ELK

ROSE | LDF67-ASST
Sinamay Fascinator Clip | Rosette and Feathers
2-Black, 2-Mauve, 1-Coral, 1-Silver | One Size
Minimum 6 | 119RXP
LYNN | LDF54-ASST
Sinamay Fascinator Headband | Bow and Feather Flower
1-Black, 1-Ivory, 1-Magenta, 1-Navy, 1-Rose, 1-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 6 | 119XUW

VIOLETTA | LDF61-ASST
Organza Fascinator Clip | Organza with Netting and Feathers
2-Black, 2-Fuchsia, 2-White, 1-Coral, 1-Gold, 1-Navy, 1-Purple, 1-Royal, 1-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 119GYF

ROSA | LDF63
Organza Fascinator Headband | Feathers
Sold by Color | One Size
Minimum 1 | 119VCE
Every hat needs a delicate touch. That’s why we’re pleased to offer straw designs made of raffia fabric. Handmade by artisans and pulled from the membrane of palm fronds, the elegant but durable straw can withstand days in the sun while providing you a beautiful, unique design. Our products are still handwoven, so that no two pieces will be the same, ensuring you find the perfect fit for you.

In your endeavor for a new hat, you’ll also be supporting the environment. Raffia has recently been recognized as a renewable resource due to its low impact on the planet. Not only will you be adding an extra glimmer to your attire, but you’ll be making the world a better place because of it.
GRAZIELLA | LT217 FINE CROCHETED TOYO
Fine Hand Crocheted Toyo Upturn with 3 3/4” Brim
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 1932HL

Sorrento | LR5090S-ASST COOLMAX
Fine Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4” Brim | Sizing Tie Band
4-Natural, 2-Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 193AWM

VITTORIA | LT231-NAT FINE CROCHETED TOYO
Fine Hand Crocheted Toyo Round Crown with Bound 4 1/2” Brim | Grosgrain Band
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193VNM

PEDASI | LR7580S-TEA COOLMAX
Fine Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with Vented 5” Brim | Leather Chin Cord
Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193KQW

Mushroom

Black

Natural

Grey

Tea

Natural (Back)
ALESSANDRA | L551-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Upturn with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Natural | One Size
Minimum 1 | 193SQM

DESTIN | L551OS
Hand Crocheted Raffia Upturn with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193GDV

SIENA | L551P-NAT
Hand Crocheted Raffia Upturn with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Natural | One Size
Minimum 1 | 193TVS
**AMELIA | LR1090S**  
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4" Brim | Linen Band  
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband  
Minimum 1 | 131NGT

**LEVANZO | LR155-NAT**  
Hand Crocheted Raffia Round Crown with 4" Brim | Leather Chin Cord  
Natural | One Size  
Minimum 1 | 193BIB

**MANAROLA | LR2410S-ASST**  
Hand Crocheted Raffia Gambler with 3" Brim | Crinkle Cloth Band, Bow  
3-Black, 2-Oyster, 1-Navy | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 193BXZ
**ROCKPORT | LR651OS-NAT**
Hand Crocheted Raffia Big Brim with 4” Brim | Cotton Band, Bow
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 103PCB

**CHATHAM | LR655-NAT**
Hand Crocheted Raffia Fedora with Braided 1 3/4” Brim | Braided Raffia Band
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 190IPX

**TREZZA | LR679OS-ASST**
Hand Crocheted Raffia Western with Shapeable 3” Brim | Twisted Raffia Band
4-Light, 2-Dark | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 95PRN0
CERCE | LR708-ASST
Hand Crocheted Raffia Upturn with 4 1/2” Brim
1-Mauve, 1-Sage, 1-Slate | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 3 | 193LZI

MAGNA | LR750-ASST
Hand Crocheted Raffia Cloche with 3” Brim
2-Natural, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 193DCF
**VIA GARIBALDI | LR765-ASST**
Hand Crocheted Raffia Facesaver with Bound 4 1/4" Brim | Twisted Raffia Band
4-Black, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 100PFJ

**ELBA | LR113-NAT**
Fine Braid Raffia Round Crown with 3" Brim | Leather Band, Chin Cord
Natural | 2/S, 4/M
Minimum 6 | 131HTD

**GROTTA | LR686-TEA**
Fine Braid Raffia Aussie with 4 1/2" Brim | Braided Suede Band, Chin Cord
Tea | One Size
Minimum 1 | 13101G
VIA MARCONI | LR766-ASST
Fine Braid Raffia Facesaver with Bound 4” Peak | Bow
4-Natural, 2-Black | One Size
Minimum 6 | 100KKQ

IAZZA MAZZINI | LR767-NAT
Fine Braid Raffia Round Crown with 5” Brim | Leather Chin Cord
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131ULV

ALICE | LR768-NAT
Fine Braid Raffia Safari with Frayed 6” Brim | Braided Raffia Band
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193UPC
RAVELLO | LR753-ASST
Fine Braid Raffia Upturn with 3 3/4" Brim | Cotton Band
2-Natural, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 193WYW

LUNA | LR752-ASST
Braided Raffia Round Crown with 4" Brim | Twisted Raffia Band
2-Natural, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 4 | 193TUC

CEFALU | LR763OS-COF
Fine Braid Raffia Round Crown with 5 1/4" Brim | Fringe
Coffee | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193RSX

5 FABULOUS WAYS TO SHAPE & WEAR

Tea
Natural
Side Brim Up
Back Brim Up
Front Brim Up
Brim Down
Back Bow
CARINA | L3180S-NAT COOLMAX
Lite Line Raffia Lifeguard with 5” Brim | Chin Cord
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131DIT

SARASOTA | L5210S-NAT COOLMAX
Rough Braid Raffia Upturn with 4” Brim | Herringbone Band with Sizing Tie
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131SMD

RIVA | LR772-NAT
Braided Raffia Lampshade with Frayed 4” Brim | Poms
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 193RHL
**PORQUEROLLES | LR5460S-ASST**
Raffia Gambler with 3” Brim | Metallic Cotton Band, Bow
2-Black, 2-White, 1-Natural, 1-Navy | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 131OKO

**CAMOGLI | LR5660S-ASST**
Fine Braid Raffia Big Brim with 4 1/2” Brim | Chiffon Scarf Band
2-White, 1-Coral, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Raspberry, 1-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53GWN0

**VIA DANTE | LR769-ASST**
Braided Raffia Facesaver with 4” Peak | Linen Band, Bow
4-Black, 2-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 100TEJ
VIA DAVINI | LR771OS-NAT
Braided Raffia Safari with 4 1/2" Brim | Shells
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131DFM

MARE | LR251OS-TEA
Raffia Western with Shapeable 4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Turquoise and Leather Chin Cord
Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53HRR0

SAN MINATO | LR773-TEA
Raffia Western with Shapeable 3 1/2" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band, Embroidery
Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53ERD0
HELENA | LP122
Paper Braid Fedora with 3 1/2” Brim | Grosgrain Band
2-Coffee, 2-Ivory, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband Toast Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | 45PCM0

RIVIERA | LP149
Paper Braid Round Crown with Dimensional 3 3/4” Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow
2-Black, 2-Natural, 2-Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband Navy, Tea, White Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | 45HKF0

RIVIERA | LP149-BASC
Paper Braid Round Crown with Dimensional 3 3/4” Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow
3-Coffee, 3-Wheat | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45HKF0
**SERAFINA | LP170-ASST**  
Paper Braid Round Crown with Bound 3 1/2” Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow  
3- Toast, 2-Black, 1-Ivory | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 4SPUTO

**TOMA | LP198-ASST**  
Paper Braid Upturn with 4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord  
2-Brown, 2-Coffee, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 45JVZ0

**VALLEA | LP213-ASST**  
Paper Braid Upturn with 3” Brim | Grosgrain Band  
2-Brown, 2-Coffee, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 45DGCO
DIEGO  |  LP237
Paper Braid Boater with 4” Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow
3-Natural, 3-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6 | 4SPNU0

VIVIANNA  |  LP238-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Wax Cord Band, Metal Charms
2-Black, 2-Toast, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4STBIO

AMANDIA  |  LP2410S-ASST
Paper Braid Facesaver with 4 1/4” Peak | 3-Pleat Chiffon Band
3-Natural, 3-Toast | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SRY90
**AMALFI** | LP25605-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/2” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Beads and Charm
3-Gold, 3-Silver | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SBJK0

**CARMELA** | LP258-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 6” Brim | Metallic Faux Leather Band, Charms
3-Gold, 3-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4YML0

**CLARETTA** | LP261-ASST
Paper Braid Cloche with 2 3/4” Brim | Grosgrain Band
3-Natural, 3-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SRVY0
**SANSONE | LP263-ASST**
Paper Braid Safari with Frayed 4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Shells and Beads
3-Grey, 3-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45LEY0

**LUCIO | LP268-ASST**
Paper Braid Safari with 2 3/4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Tassel and Beads
4-Multi, 2-Earth | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45TJG0

**BRUGES | LP280-ASST**
Paper Braid Boater with 4" Brim | Faux Suede Band, Faux Leather Chin Cord
2-Brown, 2-Natural, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45EBY0
RHOSILI | LP284-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 4” Brim | Grosgrain Band
2-Black, 2-Natural, 2-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SPVA0

LONGSANDS | LP285-ASST
Paper Braid Uptown with 3” Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
2-Black, 2-Coral, 2-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SLY0

VIESTE | LP286-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/4” Brim | Faux Suede Band, Tassel and Beads
3-Spice, 3-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SUGLO
CUMBRIA | LP292-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Grosgrain Band
3-Black, 3-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | S3FM00

VIA NICOLI | LP318-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Faux Suede Band
2-Brown, 2-Grey, 2-Pink | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45TZK0

GIORDANO | LP319-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with Frayed 3 3/4" Brim | Stones
2-Grey, 2-Natural, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45VIG0
MORETTI | LP320-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5" Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
2-Ivory, 2-Navy, 2-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45PMW0

JILANI | LP321-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/2" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band, Tassels
3-Sand, 3-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45WBU0

GENOVESE | LP322-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4" Brim | Ribbon Band, Tassels
2-Black, 2-Ivory, 2-Taupe | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SJOY0
**FLORENTINO | LP323-ASST**
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/2" Brim | Guatemalan Band
2-Black, 2-Brown, 2-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SHKCO

**TRENTINI | LP324-ASST**
Paper Braid Facesaver with 4" Peak | Chiffon Scarf Band, Bow
2-Brown, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Orange | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SKINO

**TOSCANO | LP325-ASST**
Paper Braid Safari with 4" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band
3-Burnt, 3-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 4SVRU0
BARESE | LP326-ASST
Paper Braid Boater with Frayed 4 1/2" Brim | Cotton Band
3-Sand, 3-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45ZEU0

BARESE | LP329OS-ASST
Paper Braid Western with Shapeable 3 3/4" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band, Shells
3-Sand, 3-Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45MQA0

ALESSI | LP328OS-ASST
Paper Braid Western with Shapeable 3 1/2" Brim | Faux Leather Band, Beads
3-Black, 3-Toast | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45DIT0
PISANO | LP327-ASST
Paper Braid Lampshade with 4" Brim | Faux Suede Band
3-Sand, 3-Toast | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45XYJ0

NEWPORT | LP44
Paper Braid Big Brim with 5" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Sold by Color | One Size
Minimum 1 | 45QAS0

CLEO | LP46-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4" Brim | Faux Leather Band, Chin Cord
3-Brown, 3-Coffee | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45WWDO
MATTEA | LP113-ASST
Poly Braid Roll-Up Visor with Bound 4" Peak | Velcro® Closure
2-Black, 2-Blue, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Natural, 2-Spice, 2-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 45XUW0

LUCA | LP114-ASST
Poly Braid Western with Shapeable 3" Brim | Faux Leather Band, Chin Cord
2-Black, 2-Spice, 1-Brown, 1-Natural | One Size
Minimum 6 | 45YBR0

SIMONA | LP173-ASST
Poly Braid Bucket with 3" Brim | Metallic Band
2-Brown, 2-Natural, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45YSO
**TEODORA | LP176-ASST**
Poly Braid Facesaver with 3 1/2" Peak | Faux Suede Band, Shells
2-Black, 2-Brown, 2-Natural, 2-Olive, 2-Red, 2-Spice | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 45FLR0

**LILLE | LP295-ASST**
Poly Braid Cloche with 2 7/8" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Wood O-Ring
3-Black, 3-Cream, 3-Natural, 3-Spice | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 45BHX0

**PAIGNTON | LP296-ASST**
Poly Braid Safari with 4" Brim | Braided Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
2-Black, 2-Cream, 2-Spice | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45QYQ0
**LOOE | LP298-ASST**
Poly Braid Round Crown with 4" Brim | Braided Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
2-Black, 2-Denim, 2-Sage | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156DGN

**VIA VENEROSI | LP330-ASST**
Poly Braid Lampshade with 4 1/4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Coconut Ring and Wood Beads
2-Black, 2-Natural, 2-Spice | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45TEH0

**VIA MAGGIO | LP331-ASST**
Poly Braid Uptown with 3 1/2" Brim | Faux Leather Chin Cord
2-Black, 2-Denim, 2-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156CMU
**EDEN | LP50-ASST**
Poly Braid Upturn with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
2-Red, 2-Blue, 2-Natural, 1-Teal | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 45KGPO

**AMARA | LT171-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Big Brim with 4 3/4" Brim | Linen Band, Bow
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 185PUW

**AMARA | LT171-BASC**
Bangkok Toyo Big Brim with 4 3/4" Brim | Linen Band, Bow
4-Black, 4-Teal, 4-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 185PUW
NOTTINGHAM | LT172-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 4" Brim | Wood Beads and Tassel
3-Coral, 3-Natural, 3-Rust, 3-Teal | One Size
Minimum 12 | 94LMZ0

VALENTINA | LT184-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Big Brim with 5 1/2" Brim | Braided, Beads and Feathers
4-Pink, 4-Tan, 4-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 94FHC0

BRUNA | LT185-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 2 1/2" Brim | Braided Jute Band
6-Brown, 6-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 162ZZV
**MELISSA | LT188-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Big Brim with 5 3/4" Brim | Faux Suede Band
4-Black, 4-Denim, 4-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 156ZBE

**EDVIGE | LT209-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Facesaver with Bound 4 1/2" Peak | Linen Band, Bow
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 185ISO

**ELEANORA | LT210-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 4 3/4" Brim | Braided Suede Band
3-Natural, 3-Rose, 3-Slate, 3-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 185VIG
ELOISA | LT211-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 5 1/4" Brim | Suede Band, Chin Cord
3-Red, 3-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 190YPY

GAIA | LT212-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 4 1/4" Brim | Suede Band, Beads
2-Natural, 2-Rust, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 94ZWG0

CHEYENNE | LT213-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 3 1/2" Brim | Wood Beads and Tassels
2-Natural, 2-Tea, 1-Coral, 1-Teal | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 94HSE0
JESOLO | LT225-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Gaucho with Bound 1 1/2" Brim | Braided Cotton Band, Chin Tie
3-Black, 3-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 94WTO

ALGHERO | LT226-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 5" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band
2-Natural, 2-Navy, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 185CVR

VIOLS | LT232-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 5" Brim | Metallic Faux Suede Band
3-Gold, 3-Silver | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53QNW0
**VECCHIA | LT233-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 5" Brim | Braided Faux Leather Band, Tassels
2-Black, 2-Navy, 2-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 166FXY

- **Navy**
- **Tea**
- **Black** (Back)

**NICOLE | LT234-TEA**
Bangkok Toyo Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Twisted Faux Suede Band
Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 190ATL

- **Tea** (Back)

**VIA DOMENICO | LT235-ASST**
Bangkok Toyo Safari with 4" Brim | Suede Chin Cord
3-Red, 3-Turquoise | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 190QTD

- **Red**
- **Turquoise** (Chin Cord)
NOEMI | LS24105-NAT
Seagrass Safari with 2 3/4" Brim | Wood Beads
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 131TGE

ALESSIA | LS242-BLK
Toyo Safari with 3 1/2" Brim | Faux Suede Band
Black | One Size | Adjustable Inner Velcro®
Minimum 1 | 604DP0

BIANCA | LS243-NAT
Palm Fiber Safari with 4" Brim | Leather Band, Tails
Natural | One Size | Adjustable Inner Velcro®
Minimum 1 | 117GLD
**ABRIANA | LT173-ASST**
Hand Crocheted Toyo Safari with 3” Brim | Suede Band
6-Tea, 3-Grey, 3-Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 53DFA0

**CONCETTA | LT194-ASST**
Hand Crocheted Toyo Safari with 3 1/4” Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
4-Aqua, 4-Natural, 4-Tea | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 166OZY

**BENEDETTA | LT64**
Hand Crocheted Toyo Round Crown with 4” Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Sold by Color | One Size
Minimum 3 | 45NAU0
**LORENZA | LT94-ASST**
Hand Crocheted Toyo Round Crown with 3 1/2" Brim | Gauze Band, Bow
2-Black, 1-Charcoal, 1-Coral, 1-Olive, 1-White | One Size
Minimum 6 | 53HEZ0

**RAYNE | LG24-NAT**
Hand Crocheted Seagrass Round Crown with 3 3/4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Wood Beads
Natural | One Size
Minimum 1 | 190FWT

**ISLE | LG27-NAT**
Hand Crocheted Seagrass Round Crown with 3 1/4" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Beads
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 190MOV

**BREAUX | LG28-NAT**
Hand Crocheted Seagrass Big Brim with 4 1/2" Brim | Faux Suede Band, Wood Bead
Natural | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 190JDB
ARIA | LS6305-ASST
Palm Fiber Gambler with 3" Brim | Crinkle Cloth Band, Bow
3-Black, 3-Ivory | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53MVQ0

ETNA | LS10605-NAT
Twisted Seagrass Gambler with 3” Brim | Animal Print Band, Bow
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53MHF0

MELIA | LS10805-ASST
Toyo Gambler with 3” Brim | Crinkle Cloth Band, Beads and Bow
3-Black, 3-White | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53YED0
**BINA** | **LC754-ASST**
Deluxe Ribbon Bucket with 3 1/2" Brim | Braided Waxed Cord Band
3-Aqua, 3-Black, 3-Navy, 3-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 1565JD

**ANTONIA** | **LC805-ASST**
Deluxe Ribbon Round Crown with 7" Brim
2-Black, 2-Black/White, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156NHQ
DANIELA | LC806-ASST
Deluxe Ribbon Round Crown with 4 3/4” Brim | Chin Cord
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Ocean, 2-Tangerine | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 156AKC

LORETO | LC807-ASST
Deluxe Ribbon Safari with 4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
2-Khaki, 2-Natural, 2-Olive | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156YVR

RUSSO | LC817-ASST
Deluxe Ribbon Round Crown with Dimensional 7” Brim | Sizing Tie Band
2-Black, 2-Khaki, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156KWZ
ADELA | LC511
Ribbon Crusher with 4” Brim | Sizing Tie Band
Sold by Color | One Size
Minimum 3 | 45LIN0

BELLAROSA | LC752-ASST
Ribbon Round Crown with 4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
4-Black, 4-Ivory, 2-Denim, 2-Papaya | One Size
Minimum 12 | 156TJM

CAPRI | LC780-ASST
Ribbon Big Brim with 4 1/2” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
3-Black, 3-Olive, 3-Tan, 3-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 156LJD
CANCIO | LC818-ASST
Deluxe Ribbon Round Crown with 5" Brim | Faux Leather Chin Cord
2-Black, 2-Grey, 2-Khaki | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 1566VL

BIANCHI | LC819-ASST
Ribbon Round Crown with 4" Brim | Faux Leather Chin Cord
3-Blush, 3-Coffee, 3-Khaki, 3-Olive | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 156KXL

ROMANO | LC820-ASST
Deluxe Ribbon Round Crown with 4" Brim | Ribbon Band, Shell Ring
2-Black, 2-White, 1-Natural, 1-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 156KMB
**COLUMBO | LC821-ASST**

Ribbon Round Crown with Paper Braid 4” Brim | Twisted Toyo Band  
2-Black, 2-White, 1-Aqua, 1-Fuchsia | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 45QCW0

**SARDINIA | LR478**

Ribbon Round Crown with 4” Brim | Raffia Band  
4-Natural, 2-Black, 2-Olive, 2-Taupe, 2-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Black, White Also Sold by Color  
Minimum 12 | 53QVY0

**SARDINIA | LR478-FASH**

Ribbon Round Crown with 4” Brim | Raffia Band  
4-White, 2-Aqua, 2-Blue, 2-Peach, 2-Pink | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband  
Minimum 12 | 53QVY0
DARIO | LP54-ASST
Roll-Up Paper Braid Visor with Bound 5” Peak | Velcro® Closure
3-Toast, 3-White, 2-Black/White, 1-Apple, 1-Orange, 1-Raspberry, 1-Sky | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 53FYL0

DARIO | LP54-BASC
Roll-Up Paper Braid Visor with Bound 5” Peak | Velcro® Closure
2-Black, 2-Indigo, 2-Natural, 2-Olive, 2-Tea, 2-Toast | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 53FYL0

DARIO | LP54
Roll-Up Paper Braid Visor with Bound 5” Peak | Velcro® Closure
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 53FYL0
**KARA | L202**
Braided Lauichow Visor with 5” Peak | Velcro® Closure
2-Black, 2-Brown, 2-Chocolate, 2-Natural, 2-Rust, 2-Sage | One Size Fits Most | Black, Natural Also Sold by Color
Minimum 12 | 131QIE

**TURIN | LP177-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2” Peak | Removable Terry Tab and Velcro® Closure
3-Chocolate, 3-Natural, 3-Tan, 3-Toast | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 100YDM

**PROVENCE | V220-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with 5” Peak | Velcro® Closure
4-White, 2-Black, 2-Blue, 2-Chili, 2-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 455WVO

---

**Colors:** Black, Blue, Brown, Chili, Natural, Sage, Tan, Toast, White, Turquoise
ROSINA | V222-ASST
Paper Braid Clip Visor with 3” Peak
3-Brown, 3-Khaki, 3-Toast, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 45ZKX0

LOIZA | V241-ASST
Toyo Clip Visor with 3 1/2” Peak | Bow
6-Natural, 6-Tea | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 45POQ0

CHICHESTER | V242-ASST
Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2” Peak | Lurex and Velcro® Closure
6-Gold, 6-Silver | One Size Fits Most | COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 45YBN0
CANTERBURY | V243-ASST
Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Chiffon Band, Elastic Back
6-Black, 6-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 45AYG0

VIA SANTISSI | V249-ASST
Paper Braid Clip Visor with 3 1/2" Peak
3-Blue, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Turquoise, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 4SVVI0

ELENA | V250-ASST
Paper Braid Visor with 4 3/4" Peak | Chiffon Scarf Band, Bow and Elastic Back
2-Black, 2-White, 1-Coral, 1-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 6 | 45PPR0
**VIA CASCI | V251-ASST**
Roll-Up Paper Braid Visor with Bound 4 1/2” Peak | Fringe with Bow and Velcro® Backstrap
4-Black, 4-Sand, 4-Toast | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 4SUFU0

**VIA FIRENZE | V252-ASST**
Roll-Up Deluxe Ribbon Visor with 4 1/2” Peak | Button and Velcro® Closure
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Aqua, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Navy | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 156ABJ

**VIA FORTEZZA | V253-ASST**
Polyester Visor with 2 3/4” Peak | Elastic Back
3-Black, 3-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 6 | 53REB0
**TERINA | V32-ASST**
8/10 mm Raffia Braid Clip Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Palm Tape Band
2-Natural, 2-Taupe, 1-Brown, 1-Sage | One Size
Minimum 6 | 60MB00

**NEWCASTLE | V48-ASST**
Braided Raffia Clip Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Tropical Tape Band
2-Flamingos, 2-Flip Flops, 2-Palm Trees | One Size
Minimum 6 | 60UDJ0

**VIVIANA | V92**
Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Velcro® Closure
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 45DEH0
GIANA • LC399 • PG 116

COTTON ROUND CROWN WITH 3" BRIM
SOLD BY COLOR • ONE SIZE • INNER DRAWSTRING SWEATBAND
MINIMUM 1 • S3ATH0

ROYAL

RED

C. ROSE

POPPY

FUCHSIA

CORAL

GRAPEFRUIT
BARI | LC484
Cotton Round Crown with 2 1/2" Brim
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53QY10

- Red
- Banana
- Grey
- Lagoon
- Coral
- Aqua
- Taupe
- Linen
- Grapefruit
- Medium Blue
- Desert
- White
- C. Rose
- Periwinkle
- Olive
- Navy
- Lavender
- Lime
- Natural
- Pink
- Charcoal
- Black
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AROSA | V25
Cotton Visor with 4 1/4" Peak | Bow and Velcro® Closure
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 3 | 53A0B0
ANINATA | LC572-ASST
Cotton Round Crown with 3" Brim | Printed Underbrim
2-White, 1-Black, 1-Coral, 1-Desert, 1-Sky | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 5VMK0

VIA CASTRI | LC824-ASST
Polyester Round Crown with 4 1/4" Brim
4-Black, 4-White, 2-Grey, 2-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 5JGKZ0

RICCI | LC822-ASST
Cotton Boonie with 4" Brim | Chin Cord
3-Navy, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 6 | 5STZRO
PADUA | LC455-ASST
Deluxe Cotton Bucket with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
3-Black, 2-Coral, 2-Khaki, 2-White, 1-Lime, 1-Navy, 1-Pacific Blue | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53VBO0

PADUA | LC455-BASC
Deluxe Cotton Bucket with 3 1/2" Brim | Sizing Tie Band
4-Black, 4-Natural, 2-Olive, 1-Charcoal, 1-Linen | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53VBO0

ANJI | LC541
Poly Knit Upturn with 3” Brim
Sold by Color | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 1 | 53BMD0

Best Seller
ELDA | LC799-ASST
Cotton Facesaver with 3 1/2” Peak | Bow
4-Natural, 2-Black, 2-Olive, 2-Taupe, 2-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53LGE0

BEL DUOMO | LC823-ASST
Polyester Round Crown with 4 1/4” Brim
4-Black, 4-White, 2-Grey, 2-Navy | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | S3YIF0

TARRAGONA | V49
Raffia Visor with 4” Peak | Cotton Band, Velcro® Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 1 | 53SVI0
**BASTIA | LW734-ASST**
Polypropylene Rain Hat with 3" Brim
2-Black, 2-Navy, 2-Red | One Size
Minimum 6 | 53GTI0

**LUCIELLA | LW236-ASST**
Reversible Polypropylene Rain Hat with 3" Brim
4-Black, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Red | One Size
Minimum 6 | 53ARR0

**MAGGIA | LW281-ASST**
Nylon Rain Hat with Dimensional 3" Brim | Print Lining
3-Black, 1-Charcoal, 1-Khaki, 1-Wine | One Size
Minimum 6 | 25PUZ0
Your little person is probably your most precious consideration. That’s why we know you wouldn’t let them go frolicking in the sun without the proper protective attire. We offer a veritable playground of kids options, from fun straw westerns and fedoras to our popular outdoor buckets and boonies. Not only are these simple, fun options perfect for the sun, but they’re colorful and entertaining for your young ones, too.

When it comes to kids headwear, functional is of the utmost importance, especially for outdoor wandering. That’s why we’ve put time and effort into ensuring our kids line is well suited for the younger aesthetic tastes but also the older, wiser parent who knows better than to trust when kids say, “yes, I put my sunscreen on.”
**OTTER | C440-ASST**
Brushed Microfiber Flap Cap | Elastic Back
4-Khaki, 4-Navy, 4-Red | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09OCW0

**OTTER | C440-FASH**
Brushed Microfiber Flap Cap | Elastic Back
2-Blue, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Orange, 2-Pink, 2-Turquoise, 2-White | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09OCW0

**SNAIL | C441-ASST**
Cotton Bucket with 1 1/2” Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Cord
6-Blue, 6-Pink | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09KGA0

**SQUIRREL | C442-ASST**
Cotton Bucket with Bound 2” Brim
6-Blue, 6-Pink | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09TOC0
**TADPOLE | C502-ASST**
Cotton Bucket with 2" Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Cord
6-Blue, 6-Pink | Infant
Minimum 12 | 98AY00

**HATCHLING | C924-ASST**
Nylon Bucket with 3" Brim | Bow with Velcro® Break-Away Chin Strap and Print Lining
4-Purple, 4-Red, 4-Royal | Infant
Minimum 12 | 98AX00

**MILU | C929-ASST**
Cotton Bucket with 2" Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
6-Blue, 6-Pink | Infant
Minimum 12 | 98BMS0

**DALI | C936-ASST**
Cotton Bucket with 1 3/4" Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Strap
3-Grey, 3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 3-Olive | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09UY00
**ARMADILLO | C367-ASST**
Raffia Western with Shapeable 3” Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
4-Red, 2-Navy | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband Pink Also Sold by Color
Minimum 6

**HEDGEHOG | 476B-NAT**
Rush Straw Cattleman with Shapeable 3” Brim | Faux Leather Band
Natural | 6/S, 10/M, 8/L
Minimum 24 | 25JIK0

**IMPALA | C361OS-NAT**
Organic Raffia Outback with Shapeable 3” Brim | Leather Chin Cord
Natural | 2-S/M, 4-L/XL | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53WWA0

**BULL | C363OS-NAT**
Seagrass Outback with Shapeable 3’’ Brim | Concho and Break-Away Chin Cord
Natural | 3-S/M, 3-L/XL | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53IRW0

**PONY | C364OS-ASST**
Raffia Western with Shapeable 3” Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
1-Brown, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Periwinkle, 1-Pink, 1-Red, 1-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 53YHT0
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**HORSE | C334-ASST**
Rush Straw Safari with 3” Brim | 1-Pleat Cotton Band, Break-Away Chin Cord
4-Blue, 4-Green, 4-Pink, 4-Purple, 4-Red, 4-Yellow | 12/S, 12/M
Minimum 24 | 25WLM0

**HIPP0 | C501OS-TOAST**
Paper Braid Safari with 2 3/4” Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
Toast | 4-6X | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 451BHO

**KOALA | C904-ASST**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 2 1/2” Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
4-Fuchsia, 4-Natural, 4-Turquoise | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 103DJC

**COSTA BRAVA | C918OS-ASST**
Palm Fiber Lifeguard with Bound 3 1/2” Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
10-Coco, 2-Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 71FUP0
**FLYING FISH | C108E-ASST**
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Antique T-Slide
3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 2-Orange, 2-Putty, 2-Red | 2-6X
Minimum 12 | 09SIXQ0

**LADYBUG | C108G-ASST**
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Antique T-Slide
4-Lavender, 4-Pink, 2-Blue, 2-Lime | 2-6X
Minimum 12 | 09YWR0

**OPPOSUM | C108-ASST**
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Antique T-Slide
2-Black, 2-Khaki, 2-Navy, 2-Red, 1-Dk. Green, 1-Gold, 1-Orange, 1-Putty | 2-6X
Minimum 12 | 09PPCO
ALBANI | C108M-ASST
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Antique T-Slide
3-Lavender, 3-Peach, 3-Pink, 3-Teal | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 770UEO

ARCHI | C108S-ASST
Unstructured Garment Washed Twill Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Antique T-Slide
3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 3-Putty, 3-Red | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 77EXV0

MULINO | C935-ASST
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Velcro® Backstrap
4-Khaki, 4-Navy, 4-Putty | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 77QFR0
NOVELLA | C931-ASST
Nylon Flap Cap | Adjustable Fit Toggle
4-Blue, 4-Pink, 4-Purple | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98FDB0

MINERVA | C933-ASST
Microfiber Bucket with 2" Brim | Bow and Velcro® Break-Away Chin Strap
3-Blue, 3-Pink, 3-Yellow, 3-White | Infant
Minimum 12 | 09ZCL0

ARNO | C930-ASST
Nylon Bucket with 2 1/4" Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
4-Blue, 4-Pink, 4-Purple | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98TZD0
COTTONTAIL | C726-ASST
Cotton Bucket with 2 1/4” Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Blue, 3-Pink, 3-Purple, 3-Yellow | 2-4
Minimum 12 | 985Z0

WALRUS | C448-ASST
Nylon Boonie with 2” Brim | Side Snaps and Break-Away Chin Cord
4-Navy, 4-Red, 4-Royal | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 090E20

CLOWNFISH | C912-ASST
Microfiber Boonie with 2” Brim | Side Snaps and Break-Away Chin Cord
2-Blue, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Pink, 2-Orange, 2-Turquoise, 2-White | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 0925S0
RABBIT | C868-ASST
Garment Washed Twill Boonie with 2 1/2" Brim | Mesh Lining with Covered Underbrim and Break-Away Chin Cord
2-Khaki/Black, 2-Khaki/Olive, 2-Putty/Black, 2-Putty/Olive, 1-Navy/Orange, 1-Orange/Navy, 1-Red/Navy, 1-Yellow/Navy | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 09PYO0

DEER | C871-BASC
Garment Washed Cotton Boonie with Bound 2" Brim | Side Snaps and Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Khaki/Navy, 3-Navy/Putty, 3-Olive/Khaki, 3-Putty/Navy | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 09ERG0

KANGAROO | C835-ASST
Pigment Dyed Garment Washed Twill Bucket with 2" Brim
3-Navy, 3-Putty, 3-Sand, 3-Stone | 6/M, 6/L
Minimum 12 | 09TGH0
**MOUSE**  |  C913-ASST 🐨
Cotton Bucket with 2 1/4" Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Green, 3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 3-Yellow | 2-4
Minimum 12 | 09SGU0

**SQUID**  |  C914-ASST 🐙
Nylon Boonie with Bound 2 1/2" Brim | Floatable Brim and Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Aqua, 3-Green, 3-Rose, 3-Royal | 2-6X | Dri-Lex® Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 98LXO0

**SAND CASTLE**  |  C922-ASST 🐙
Nylon Bucket with 2 1/4" Brim | Mesh Lining
3-Aqua, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Navy, 3-Red | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98NCD0
SEATURTLE | C923-ASST
Nylon Bucket with Bound 2 1/2" Brim | Mesh Sidewall
4-Aqua, 4-Navy, 4-Yellow | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98GFH0

AIRCRAFT | C921-ASST
Cotton Bucket with 2 1/4" Brim | Velcro® Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 3-Olive, 3-Red | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98EBK0

SEAL | C853-ASST
Cotton Bucket with Bound 1 3/4" Brim | Embroidery
3-Lt. Blue, 3-Navy, 2-Orange, 2-Red, 2-Yellow | 2-4
Minimum 12 | 98OWP0
SEASHELL | C926-ASST
Ribbon Round Crown with 3 1/2" Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Aqua, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Navy, 3-Ocean | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 156FGH

PENDINI | C928-ASST
Ribbon Bucket with 2 3/4" Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord
3-Pink, 3-Turquoise, 3-Yellow, 3-White | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 156A08
SILLA | C932-ASST NEW REVERSIBLE
Reversible Nylon Bucket with 1 3/4" Brim
4-Blue, 4-Pink, 4-Purple | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98CZF0

ORTO | C934-ASST
Nylon Bucket with 2 1/4" Brim | Break-Away Chin Cord and Velcro® Size Tab
6-Blue, 6-Green | 4-6X
Minimum 12 | 98HEV0
It’s a big brim beach hat kind of afternoon, and the waves are folding nicely over the warm wet sand. The wide brim look is back in vogue, a trending fashion full of careful silhouettes. Straw lets the heat disappear and lets the warm air brush you gently no matter where you take your new hat.

It’s not often we get a chance to take a touch of the past into the current day and get away with it. A modern straw hat offers us just that opportunity should we so choose to take it. So grab a new straw item and don’t look back. Your outfit is counting on it.
PRAIRIE | LT108OS-ASST  
Hand Crocheted Toyo Western with Shapeable 4” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Flower  
6-Brown, 6-Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband  
Minimum 12 | 94RKL0

SEA HORSE | LP312-ASST  
Paper Braid Outback with Shapeable 3 3/4” Brim | Shells  
6-Natural, 6-Tea | One Size  
Minimum 12 | 166HAQ

CALISTO | LR589OS-ASST  
Raffia Western with Shapeable 3 1/2” Brim | Faux Suede Band, Beads  
2-Chocolate, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Gold | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband  
Minimum 6 | 95IJ10
SUNBATHER | LT167OS-ASST
Toyo Outback with Shapeable 3 1/2" Brim | Shells
8-Tea, 4-Natural | One Size
Minimum 12 | 162UXM

HACIENDA | LT208OS-ASST
Toyo Outback with Shapeable 3 3/4" Brim | Beads and Faux Leather Chin Cord
6-Natural, 6-Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 190ZDK

OUTLIER | LT218OS-ASST
Hand Crocheted Toyo Outback with Shapeable 3 1/2" Brim | Fancy Ribbon Band, Tails
4-Natural, 4-Rust, 4-Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 94RSE0
**Caryne** | LT236-ASST NEW
Toyo Outback with Paper Braid 3 3/4" Brim | Shells
3-Toast, 3-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 100UWG

**Mustango** | LT229-NAT
Toyo Outback with Shapeable 3 1/2" Brim | Braided Jute Band, Beads and Rhinestones
Natural | One Size
Minimum 6 | 166ENR

**Daisey** | LT237-ASST NEW
Toyo Outback with Shapeable 3" Brim | Braided Faux Suede Band, Flowers
3-Natural, 3-Red | One Size
Minimum 6 | 166MST
GALLO | LC825-ASST  
Cotton Round Crown with 3 1/2" Brim | Striped Cotton Band  
4-Mocha, 4-Navy, 4-White | One Size  
Minimum 12 | 98DEA0

CONTI | LC826-ASST  
Cotton Cadet | Striped Cotton Band, Buttons  
4-Mocha, 4-Navy, 4-White | One Size  
Minimum 12 | 98YBJ0
KINA | LS245-ASST
Matte Toyo Fedora with 2” Brim | Striped Cotton Band
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98VK10

MANDALAY | LS238-ASST
Matte Toyo Fedora with 1 1/2” Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band
8-Black, 4-Grey | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98MKC0
**ARMANI | LP247-ASST**

Paper Braid Fedora with 1 3/4" Brim
4-Blue, 4-Natural, 4-Pink | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 45LFB0

**ASSISI | LP248-ASST**

Paper Braid Fedora with 1 3/4" Brim | Ribbon Band
3-Black, 3-Blue, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Green | One Size
Minimum 12 | 45RDG0

**CROZON | LP300-ASST**

Paper Braid Fedora with Bound 2" Brim | Braided Raffia Band
4-Black, 4-Grey, 4-Natural | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166QFK
FLORENCE | LS135OS-ASST
Paper Braid Fedora with 1 1/4" Brim | 3-Pleat Cotton Band
6-Black, 6-White | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 53GQS0

FRESHWATER | LS172-ASST
Matte Toyo Fedora with Bound 1 1/2" Brim | Ribbon Band
6-Brown, 6-Ivory | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98VJM0

UNDERWAY | LT230-ASST
Bangkok Toyo Fedora with 1 5/8" Brim | Braid Band
6-Navy, 6-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166XVH
SEACOAST | LS208-ASST
Toyo Fedora with 1 1/2" Brim | Button
4-Black, 4-Navy, 2-Red, 2-Royal | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98NTK0

ENNA | LS175-ASST
Paper Braid Fedora with 1 1/2" Brim | Ribbon Band
4-Black, 2-Apricot, 2-Lavender, 2-Turquoise, 2-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53VQX0
BATISTA | LP249-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/2" Brim | Faux Suede Band, Metal Charms
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166HFY

BEATTY | LP250-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 2 3/4" Brim | Grosgrain Band
4-Black, 4-Ivory, 4-Natural | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53PMX0

SEAWARD | LP271-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/4" Brim | Tassels
4-Natural, 4-Tea, 4-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53YBR0
JALISSA | LP333-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3 1/4" Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
6-Tea, 3-Pink, 3-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166FCG

BRYAH | LP341-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 4 1/2" Brim | Tropical Print Band
3-Natural, 3-Tea, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100FKO
ACHILLEA | LP303-ASST
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Poms
6-Black, 6-Natural | One Size
Minimum 12 | 185DRT

LOUELLA | LP338-ASST NEW
Poly Braid Safari with 3 1/2” Brim | Cotton Band, Bow
6-Natural, 6-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 103QDA

TEONA | LP346-ASST NEW
Paper Braid Safari with 3” Brim | Faux Suede Band with Braided Overlay, Tassels and Shells
6-Natural, 6-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 159TXM
SANDBAR | LP184-ASST
Toyo Big Brim with 4 1/2" Brim | Chain
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Lagoon, 1-Grapefruit, 1-Lime | One Size
Minimum 12 | 120BOT

SHEA | LP230-ASST
Paper Braid Big Brim with 5" Brim | Braided Jute Band, Tails
6-Tea, 4-Navy, 2-Red | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 166AVW

OCEAN | LP279-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Embroidery and Tassels
3-Coral, 3-Mint, 3-Natural, 3-Navy | One Size
Minimum 12 | 190QPD
BREAKWATER | LP235-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with Bound 4" Brim | Ribbon Band, Coconut Rings
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Grapefruit, 2-Lagoon, 2-Papaya | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166TXC

PAU HANA | LP306-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/2" Brim | Metallic Print
4-Blue, 4-Gold, 4-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 94GVJ0

SAN JUAN | LP308-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5" Brim | Ribbon Band, Coconut Ring
3-Fuchsia, 3-Lime, 3-Navy, 3-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166ORH
GIOGIA | LP332-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Tassels
4-Natural, 4-Tea, 4-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166IJU

FREYA | LP334-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 3/4” Brim | Faux Suede Band, Tassels
4-Black, 4-White, 2-Green, 2-Pink | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166XXT

CANCUN | LP310-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with Frayed 4 3/4” Brim | Beads and Tassels
4-Natural, 4-Tea, 4-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 166JZS
**VIA ROMA | LP343-ASST**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 6” Brim
6-Black, 6-Natural | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100XSM

**BREONA | LP336-ASST**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Braided Jute Band, Shells
4-Black, 4-Brown, 4-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166QLO

**TIANA | LP340-ASST**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Bow
6-Black, 6-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100AWJ
TRINKA | LP342-ASST **NEW**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 5" Brim | Pom
4-Black, 4-White, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100QUO

NIKKYA | LP344-ASST **NEW**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 7" Brim | Braided Toyo Band, Tassels
3-Black, 3-Natural, 3-Tea, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100ISL

SEANNA | LP348-ASST **NEW**
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/4" Brim | Ribbon Band, Bamboo Ring
3-Black, 3-Navy, 3-Tea, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53RLU0
SHONTAL | LP345-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4” Brim | Grosgrain Band, Bow
4-Ivory, 4-Natural, 4-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 185STU

GELISA | LP347-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with Vented 4” Brim | Twisted Toyo Band
5-Black, 5-White, 2-Navy | One Size
Minimum 12 | 190DLJ

VALENA | LP335-ASST
Paper Braid Round Crown with 4 1/2” Brim | Chiffon Scarf Band, Bow
6-Black, 6-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166SGJ
INTERCOASTAL | LT122-ASST
Paper Braid Big Brim with 5" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
6-Natural, 6-Toast | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53UJS0

INTERCOASTAL | LT122-BASC
Paper Braid Big Brim with 5" Brim | Waxed Cord Band, Chin Cord
4-Natural, 4-White, 2-Black, 2-Navy | One Size
Minimum 12 | 53UJS0

BOROCAY | LS239OS-TEA
Braided Palm Fiber Round Crown with 4 1/4" Brim | Suede Chin Cord
Tea | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 71CMP0
SALTWATER TAFFY | LP313-ASST
Poly Braid Round Crown with 4” Brim | Faux Leather Chin Cord
2-Coral, 2-Teal, 2-Toast, 2-Turquoise, 2-Violet, 1-Brown, 1-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100GIQ

DAVINA | LP337-ASST
Iridescent Poly Braid Round Crown with 5” Brim | Faux Suede Band
4-Black, 4-Tea, 4-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166FRN
SONIA | LC762-ASST  
Ribbon Round Crown with 4” Brim | Rope Band, Wood Beads
3-Brown, 3-Denim, 3-Ivory, 3-Khaki | One Size
Minimum 12 | 166FEY

SUNBAKE | LC809-ASST  
Ribbon Round Crown with 4” Brim | Braided Raffia and Tails
4-Black, 4-White, 2-Aqua, 2-Fuchsia | One Size
Minimum 12 | 159VWT

- Brown (Back)
- Khaki (Back)
- Denim
- Ivory
- White (Back)
- Aqua
- Black
- Fuchsia
**HATTERAS | LP314-ASST**

Paper Braid Facesaver with 3 1/2” Peak | Metallic Ribbon Band, Bow
3-Black, 2-Brown, 2-Natural, 2-Navy, 2-White, 1-Coral | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100MJV

**CURACAO | LP315-ASST**

Poly Braid Facesaver with 4” Peak | Shells and Charms
2-Aqua, 2-Coral, 2-Natural | One Size
Minimum 6 | 100RYZ

**FRANCELLA | LP339-ASST**

Paper Braid Facesaver with Bound 4” Peak | Ribbon Band, Velcro® Backstrap
6-Black, 2-Aqua, 2-Coral, 2-Tea | One Size
Minimum 12 | 100JBM
**CYPRESS POINT | LP316-ASST**
Iridescent Paper Braid Visor with 3 1/2" Peak | Velcro® Backstrap
Minimum 12 | 100QHE

**COAST | V217-ASST**
Paper Braid Roll-Up Visor with Bound 4 1/2" Peak | Velcro® Closure
6-Black, 6-Tea, 4-White, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Lime, 2-Natural, 2-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 24 | 98QCH0

**LAKESHORE | V227-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with Bound 4 1/2" Peak | Button and Velcro® Closure
6-Black, 2-Black/White, 2-Toast, 2-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 156TZS
**JACINTA | V254-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with 4" Peak | Lurex and Elastic Back
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 103SXB

**ALBURY | V245-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with Bound 4" Peak | Elastic Back
3-Black, 3-Natural, 3-Navy, 3-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 103CCM

**NEWBURY | V246-ASST**
Ribbon Visor with Bound 3 3/4" Peak | Elastic Back
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Khaki, 2-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 103RCT

**EARLENE | V255-ASST**
Paper Braid Visor with Bound 4" Peak | Elastic Back
4-Black, 4-Natural, 4-Toast | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 100IGX
**KALISA | LS244-NAT**

Rush Straw Lifeguard with Bound 4 1/2" Brim | Beaded Band, Covered Underbrim and Chin Cord
Natural | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 190XLZ

**CEBU | L814-ASST**

Rush Straw Lifeguard with 4" Brim | Cotton Band, Chin Cord
8-Natural, 4-Black, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Lime, 2-Navy, 2-Orange, 2-Red, 2-Yellow | 12/S, 12/M
Minimum 24 | 25TTP0
PUKA | L800T-ASST Assorted Tropical Prints Will Vary
Rush Straw Round Crown with 4" Brim | Assorted Tropical Prints (Will Vary) Band
Natural | 12/S, 12/M
Minimum 24 | 25OX0

MARISOL | L800G-ASST Assorted Garden Prints Will Vary
Rush Straw Round Crown with 4" Brim | Assorted Garden Prints (Will Vary) Band
Natural | 12/S, 12/M
Minimum 24 | 25KZF0
SAINT MARTIN | L811-ASST
Rush Straw Gambler with 3" Brim | 2-Pleat Cotton Band, Chin Cord
12-Black, 4-Khaki, 4-Navy, 4-Olive | 12/S, 12/M
Minimum 24 | 25BMT0

TUSSOCK | L800X-ASST
Rush Straw Assortment with 4" Brim | Assorted (Will Vary) Band
Natural | 17/S, 19/M
Minimum 36 | 25AEM0
OUTDOOR CLOTH
**BEACON | BH218-ASST**
Nylon Bucket with Bound 2 1/2” Brim | Perforated Sidewall
3-Charcoal, 3-Khaki, 3-White, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Purple, 1-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09DNL0

**PARALLEL | LC626-ASST**
Supplex® Nylon Trail Hat with 2 3/4” Brim | Mesh Sidewall with Chin Cord and Adjustable Fit Toggle
3-Slate, 3-White, 2-Ivory, 2-Lt. Pink, 2-Sage | 6-S/M, 6-L/XL | COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 77AHI0

**DULCE | LC635-BASC**
Linen Blend Round Crown with 3 3/4” Brim
4-White, 2-Black, 2-Mocha, 2-Putty, 2-Wheat | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98CDS0
MANCINI | LC827-ASST
Perforated Nylon Sou’wester with Dimensional 3 1/2” Brim | Floatable Brim with Chin Cord and Adjustable Fit Toggle
3-Grey, 3-Khaki, 3-Navy, 3-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98FMD0

OFFSHORE | LC795-ASST
Nylon Sou’wester with Dimensional 3 1/2” Brim | Chin Cord and Adjustable Fit Toggle
3-Charcoal, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Purple, 3-Turquoise | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98BSF0

KISSIMMEE | LC812-ASST
Cotton Cloche with Shapeable 4 1/2” Brim | Bow and Contrast Underbrim
6-Navy, 6-White | One Size | Inner Drawstring Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 98OER0
**CHIARA | L70SW-BASC**
Solarweave® Treated Cotton Facesaver with 4” Peak | Bow
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Khaki, 2-Oatmeal, 2-Putty | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 12 | 77GKW0

**CHIARA | L70SW-FASH**
Solarweave® Treated Cotton Facesaver with 4” Peak | Bow
2-White, 1-Coral, 1-Lt. Blue, 1-Lt. Yellow, 1-Pink | One Size Fits Most | Elasticized COOLMAX® Sweatband
Minimum 6 | 77GKW0

**CONCH | LC800-ASST**
Swimsuit Fabric
Nylon Blend Facesaver with 4” Peak | Bow
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Lavender, 2-Navy, 2-Pink | One Size
Minimum 12 | 98DPP0
AMAZON | L15-WHT
Cotton Facesaver with 3 3/4" Peak | Mesh Sidewall and Velcro® Backstrap
White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 53JUV0

LAGOON | V236-BASC
Polyester Visor with Floatable 3 1/2" Peak
6-Black, 6-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 98BCA0

LAGOON | V236-FASH
Polyester Visor with Floatable 3 1/2" Peak
2-Aqua, 2-Charcoal, 2-Coral, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Navy, 2-Purple | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 98BCA0

LILO | BC176-ASST
Unstructured Cotton Blend Baseball Cap | Mesh Lining and EasyTape® Backstrap
3-Fuchsia, 3-Teal, 2-Blue, 2-Orange, 2-Purple | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 08SQM0
WAHINE | BC349-ASST
Structured Cotton Blend Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Plastic Snap Backstrap
4-Lavender, 4-Mint, 4-Pink | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 08CPJ0

CALI LOVE | BKN1327
Structured Cotton Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Plastic Snap Backstrap
Sold by Color | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 4 | 08XRT0

MIRA | BC326
Polyester Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Velcro® Backstrap
4-Black, 4-Gold, 4-Silver | One Size Fits Most
Gold, White Also Sold by Color
Minimum 12 | 08LXP0
**DUCKBOARD | BC337**
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and EasyTape® Backstrap
2-Black, 2-Blue, 2-Charcoal, 2-Khaki, 2-Mango, 2-Pink | One Size Fits Most
Also Sold by Color
Minimum 12 | 08DZH0

**KEILANI | BC321-ASST**
Unstructured Cotton Baseball Cap | Embroidery and Velcro® Backstrap
3-Chocolate, 3-Fuchsia, 3-Turquoise, 3-White | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 09YZX0

**ALOHA | BC347-ASST**
Structured Polyester Baseball Cap | Mesh Back and Plastic Snap Backstrap
3-Aqua, 3-Navy, 3-Pink, 3-Purple | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 09ATX0
TALA | BC338-ASST
Unstructured Microfiber Baseball Cap | Mesh Vents and EasyTape® Backstrap
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Blue, 2-Khaki, 2-Pink | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 09WFY0

ALCINA | LC529-ASST
Cotton Cadet | Button
2-Chocolate, 2-Green, 2-Khaki, 2-Pink, 2-Turquoise, 2-Yellow | One Size
Minimum 12 | 08GHZ0

DOCK | BC253
Unstructured Microfiber Baseball Cap | Velcro® Backstrap
3-Black, 3-White, 1-Fuchsia, 1-Khaki, 1-Lt. Pink, 1-Purple, 1-Slate, 1-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Black, White Also Sold by Color
Minimum 12 | 09DEZ0
LA JOLLA | 257TW-ASST
Cotton Clip Visor with 4" Peak
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Navy, 2-Red, 2-Royal | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09MLS0

BEACHFRONT | V16-ASST
Cotton Clip Visor with 3" Peak
3-Orange, 3-Turquoise, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Lime, 2-Yellow | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09ENC0

BEACHFRONT | V16-BASC
Cotton Clip Visor with 3" Peak
6-Black, 6-White | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09ENC0
**COVER | 252TW-ASST**

Cotton Clip Visor with 3" Peak
3-Black, 3-White, 2-Navy, 2-Red, 2-Royal | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09JHF0

**CALILLA | V210-ASST**

Cotton Clip Visor with 3" Peak
4-White, 2-Khaki, 2-Mint, 2-Pink, 2-Sky | One Size
Minimum 12 | 09OKZ0

**SANCIA | V229-FASH**

Cotton Visor with 4" Peak | Spring Coil Backstrap
6-White, 4-Linen, 4-Navy, 4-Salmon, 3-Orchid, 3-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 24 | 98NNW0
COSTA | V69-ASST
Cotton Visor with 3" Peak | Spring Coil Backstrap
6-Black, 6-White, 2-Lavender, 2-Lime, 2-Lt. Blue, 2-Lt. Pink, 2-Lt. Yellow, 2-Putty | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 24 | 09XEY0

TURRITELLA | V69BB-FASH
Cotton Visor with 4" Peak | Spring Coil Backstrap
6-Black, 6-White, 2-Aqua, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Orange, 2-Putty, 2-Salmon, 2-Turquoise | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 24 | 09CFM0

SHELLY | V51-ASST
Garment Washed Twill Visor with 2 3/4" Peak | EasyTape® Backstrap
2-Blue, 2-Fuchsia, 2-Green, 2-Lime, 2-Orange, 2-Yellow | One Size Fits Most
Minimum 12 | 08IIV0
**WOOD HAT RACK** | **RACK30-NAT**  
24 Peg Wood Hat Rack with Mirror | Holds 24-48 Hats  
Natural | 68.9"H x 27.6"W

**WOOD HAT RACK** | **RACK30-DARK**  
24 Peg Wood Hat Rack with Mirror | Holds 24-48 Hats  
Dark | 68.9"H x 27.6"W

**REMOVING RACK** | **RACK41-SLVR**  
Metal Revolving Hat Rack with Clips | Holds 120 Hats  
Silver | 73"H x 36"B, 24" Rings

**BLACK REVOLVING RACK** | **RACK8-BLK**  
Metal Revolving Hat Rack | Holds 24-48 Hats  
Black | 64.2"H x 25.2"W

**WOOD SCALA MIRROR** | **MIRRRT-SCALA**  
Dorfman Pacific Logo Mirror  
Natural

**WOOD SCALA MIRROR** | **MIRRDK-SCALA**  
Dorfman Pacific Logo Mirror  
DARK

**HAT RACK** | **RACK45-SLVR**  
Metal 2-Sided Hat Rack with Casters | Holds 48 Hats  
Silver | 72"H x 28"W

**DUAL RACK** | **RACK9-BLK**  
Metal Hat Rack with Two Kinds of Display Options | Holds 40 Hats  
Black | 75" H x 22"W

**DORFMAN PACIFIC LOGO MIRROR**  
Natural

**SUMMER RACK** | **RACK25-SLVR**  
Metal Summer Hat Rack  
Silver | 66"H x 25"W x 25"D

**ADJUSTABLE RACK** | **RACK46-BLK**  
Metal Hat Rack with Adjustable Pegs | Holds 48-60 Hats  
Black | 72"H x 48"W

**TEXTURED HAT PLATES**

**WIRE DISPLAY** | **DISPSET-DARK**  
Wire Display with Wood Base | Set of 3  
Black | Tall: 14"H, Short: 9"H (Two Short Included)

**WICKER DISPLAY** | **DISPHEAD-NAT**  
Wicker Display Heads | Set of 3  
Natural | Tall: 13.5"H, Medium: 12.5"H, Short: 11.5"H

**CARDBOARD DISPLAY** | **SPRINGDISPLAY**  
Cardboard Display | Holds 72 Hats  
White | 57"H x 17.5"W x 17.5"D

**BOUTIQUE RACK** | **RACK27-BLK**  
Metal Hat Rack with Textured Plates and Casters | Holds 25 Hats  
Black | 71.5" H x 26"B

**HAT STAND** | **DPSTAND-BLK**  
Plastic Hat Stand  
Black | 9"L x 7"W | Minimum 12

**VISOR STAND** | **RACK38-CLEAR**  
Acrylic Visor Stand | Holds 16 Visors  
Clear | 54cm H x 15cm W x 19.5cm² B

**DON’T FORGET TO SELECT YOUR SCALA OR DORFMAN PACIFIC LOGO MIRROR FOR RACK30 AND/OR RACK30-DARK!**
Poster: 22”W x 28”H

**Handmade Since 1921**

Point of Purchase

Order Online or Call Us at 800 367-3626

**HOOK1 | HOOK1-TAN**

Metal Slat Wall Hook Features the Left Side of the Hat
Tan

**HOOK2 | HOOK2-TAN**

Metal Slat Wall Hook Features the Right Side of the Hat
Tan

**HAT BRUSH | 983**

100% Natural Horse Hair Bristle Hat Brush
Sold by Color

**REDUCER TAPE | 990**

Hat Size Reducer Tape
25-ft Roll

**HAT STRETCHER | HATJACK-NAT**

Wooden Hat Stretcher
Sold by Size Medium (7 1/8”-7 1/2”) and Large (7 1/2” and Up)

**FASCINATOR BOX | BOX2-CLEAR**

Individual Fascinator Box
Clear | 8.5”L x 9.5”W x 6”D

**COUNTER MIRROR | MIRR1-NAT**

Wooden Counter Mirror
Natural | 12”H x 12”W

**HAT BOX | BOX1-WHT**

Individual Hat Box
White | 15”L x 13.5”W x 6”D

**TWILL SWEATBAND | 991**

Twill Replacement Sweatband, Reduces Hats by One Size
Sold by Color | Minimum 3 |

**TERRY SWEATBAND | 991T**

Terry Cloth Replacement Sweatband, Reduces Hats by One Size
Sold by Color | Minimum 3 |
LIFE CHANGES.
THE EMBROIDERY ADVANTAGE

Dorman Pacific is your “one stop shop” for all your company logo needs. In addition to being one of the only companies with a direct straw embroidery program, thousands of in stock blank hats, and a full graphics team to support your graphic needs, we can also supply embroidered apparel and accessories from a variety of promotional brands.

Contact us for a complete embroidery catalog to review our stock art library and examples of embroidery styles, rhinestone treatments, custom pin and concho work, as well as tips on how to further customize your order.

DIRECT STRAW EMBROIDERY  CUSTOM PIN PROGRAM  RHINESTONES
INDEX

PRICES AND COLOR ASSORTMENT SUBJECT TO CHANGE - ALL STYLES ARE ONE SIZE UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

KIDS SIZING CHART

- Fits Most
- One Size

UPF50+ SUN PROTECTION  CUSTOM EMBROIDERY AVAILABLE

AGE
Infant 2-4 4-6X 7-14 Youth

SIZING CHART

OFF 47 - 49 50 - 51 52 - 53 54 55

S, S/M M, L L/XL

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Centimeters</th>
<th>Fitted</th>
<th>Easy Fit</th>
<th>Sized Stretch Fit</th>
<th>Stretch Fit/Adjustable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 1/4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6 3/4</td>
<td>Small ($)</td>
<td>Medium (S/M)</td>
<td>One Size Fits Most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 5/8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6 7/8</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium/Large (M/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 3/8</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>7 1/8</td>
<td>Small/Medium (S/M)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 3/4</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>7 1/4</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large/Large (M/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 1/8</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>7 3/8</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium/Large (M/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 1/2</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 7/8</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>7 5/8</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large/XL (L/XL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 1/4</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>7 3/4</td>
<td>Medium/Large (M/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 5/8</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>7 7/8</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Large/XL (L/XL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONTACTS

CORPORATE - INTERNATIONAL - GLOBAL & NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES

SALES MANAGEMENT
Scott Sternes, Executive VP Business Development
800-325-4287 Fax: 214-342-1285
scott.sternes@dorffman-pacific.com

Kurt Willett, Executive VP of Sales
kurt.willett@dorffman-pacific.com

Wade Collingsworth, VP of Sales;
Eastern Division Sales Manager
Fax: 717-326-1477
wade.collingsworth@dorffman-pacific.com

Frank Kinney, VP of Sales;
Western Division Sales Manager
Cell: 209-351-0243 Direct Office: 972-810-4210
Office: 214-342-0071 or 800-325-4287 Fax: 214-342-1285
frank.kinney@dorffman-pacific.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Wendy Bachelis
Territory: Southern CA (North of I-10 from Santa Monica to Tehachapi, East to I-15)
Cell: 818-613-6331
wendybachelis@gmail.com

Alan Barsamian
Territory: AK, Northern ID, MT, OR, WA
Cell: 425-985-2519 Ph: 360-378-3252
800-474-2698 Fax: 360-378-3282
barsamian@interisland.net

Wally, Jennifer & Sam Berkman
Territory: CO, Southern ID, UT (Excluding St. George), NM, WY
Cell: 303-949-5442 (Jennifer)
Cell: 303-949-4793 (Wally)
Cell: 303-521-4794 (Sam)
Regional Office: Ph: 303-233-0215 800-886-3726
Fax: 303-233-0757
waldobond@comcast.net
jenngirl4@comcast.net
samberkman1@comcast.net

Radmila Caparosa
Territory: NJ (Excluding Coastal Resort Areas), NY
Cell: 917-306-6443
radacapa69@gmail.com

Elena Carboni
Territory: CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT
Cell: 914-714-5990 Fax: 800-395-4182
elenacarboni.ne@gmail.com

Frank Cavallaro
Nilo & Associates
Territory: IL, IN, KY, MI, OH
Cell: 630-936-2538 Fax: 630-359-3522
fcav3858@comcast.net

Lisa De Luca
Territory: Southern CA (HWY 91 to Mexico Border)
Cell: 615-977-3323 Fax: 858-250-9970
lisa.deluca@dorffman-pacific.com

Erik Erwin
Territory: Northern and Southern TX
Cell: 832-865-4452
double.tx@gmail.com

Ron Fuller
Territory: West FL (Panhandle to Key West) (W of Rte. 27),
Coastal Resort Areas of DE, MD, NJ, NC, SC, VA
Cell: 305-240-2013 Fax: 800-736-7040
roncoastal1@gmail.com

Beverly Gale
Fuller & Associates
Territory: West FL (Panhandle to Key West) (W of Rte. 27),
Coastal Resort Areas of DE, MD, NJ, NC, SC, VA
Cell: 757-545-5007 Fax: 866-523-5462
brellax1@gmail.com

Sue Gallagher
Territory: Central and Eastern FL from GA to Miami
Cell: 561-699-9214 Ph: 386-673-5060
Fax: 386-673-3083
suegal33@bellsouth.net

Tom Harris
Territory: El Paso County TX
Cell: 214-507-4374 Ph: 214-342-0071
Fax: 972-378-6561
thom.harris@milanohats.com

Jim Holly
Territory: IA, MN, ND, SD, WI
Cell: 612-770-1054 Fax: 763-595-8982
jim@hollysales.com

Richard Jacobs
Territory: HI, Guam, Saipan
Cell: 808-224-1303
808-524-1755 Fax: 877-524-1773
emoves@hawaii.com

Scott & Peggy Kent
Territory: Northern CA (Alameda, Contra Costa,
Monterey & San Luis Obispo Counties)
Cell: 925-998-3757 (Scott)
Cell: 925-998-4794 (Peggy)
sksen@bigredgate.com, pksen@bigredgate.com

Scott Lester
Territory: DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV (Excluding Coastal
Resort Areas)
Cell: 443-756-7966 eFax: 866-540-3656
scottdphats@gmail.com

Barry Litman & Carol Clark
Territory: KS, MO, NE
Cell: 918-510-8583 Ph: 918-253-3888
Fax: 918-516-0477
barry@bigredgate.com; carol@bigredgate.com

David Milani
Territory: Northern CA (San Francisco Peninsula to
Oregon Border)
Cell: 415-517-2520 Fax: 415-861-0488
david.milani2@gmail.com

Reggie Pooley
Territory: Northern and Southern Texas
Cell: 713-826-6910 Fax: 832-213-3152
rp12510tx@aol.com

David Revis
Territory: Southern CA (Downtown Los Angeles, East San
Diego, Palm Springs, East HWY 91 to I-15, HWY 55 North to
I-10), Mammoth Lake & Bishop CA
Cell: 714-454-2766 800-549-6804
Fax: 787-788-1153
tropicalvendors.com

Gary Zeledon
Territory: Central & Northern CA (Tehachapi/
Bakersfield North), Northern NV, Southern OR
Cell: 916-612-9313 Ph: 915-786-9113
Fax: 916-784-8593
gary.zeledon@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES

Rafael H. Arbelaez
Territory: South America
Cell: 011-573 135407201 (Colombia)
Fax: 954-323-8548 (US) Fax: 011-574 5124007
hatman70@hotmail.com

Salvador Egea, Jr.
Territory: Caribbean Region
Ph: 787-788-1207 Fax: 787-788-1153
sal@tropicalvendors.com

Kelly Harper
Territory: Canadian Province: BC (Central)
Office: 250-769-5829
Fax: 250-769-8090
vkbharper@telus.net

Savina Huff
Territory: Canadian Province: BC (Lower Mainland)
Cell: 604-377-7258 Fax: 604-888-7235
savina@shaw.ca

Michael Jaz
Territory: Canadian Provinces: NB, NL, NS, ON, QC
Cell: 613-327-4749 Ph: 613-830-7787
Fax: 613-830-8569
nick.jaz@sympatico.ca

Len Zuccherato
Territory: Canadian Province: AB (Central & Southern)
Cell: 403-923-0598 Ph: 403-208-9441
Fax: 403-475-3639
lennz@shaw.ca

GOLD SALES

Debra Highsmith, VP of Women’s
Division & Catalog Sales
Territory: Mexico
800-675-1187 Fax: 866-247-4624
debra.highsmith@dorffman-pacific.com

Dennis Marxen, Senior VP of Global Sales
Territory: Caribbean Region
Cell: 916-847-0480 Ph: 916-939-1200
Fax: 916-784-9313
dennis.marxen@dorffman-pacific.com

John Callanan, VP of Corporate Sales
Cell: 44-7248-348348
john.callanan@dorffman-pacific.com

NY Showroom

Leslie Correa, VP of Corporate Sales
Cell: 209-518-1934
800-887-4428 Fax 212-268-4662
leslie.correa@dorffman-pacific.com

Sara Axel, VP of Corporate Sales
Cell: 209-762-2131 Ph: 646-564-2580
800-887-4428 Fax 646-594-0632
sara.axel@dorffman-pacific.com
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The Headwear Association
Platinum Sponsor

“Our mission is to promote hats and the headwear industry throughout the world, and to foster goodwill and fellowship among those engaged in the headwear industry.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES
800-DORFMAN (367-3626) OR 209 982-1400 - 6:30AM TO 4:30PM (PST)
FAX 800-4DP-HATS (437-4287)  eFAX: 866 247-4624
E-MAIL CUSTSERVICE@DORFMAN-PACIFIC.COM
WEB ADDRESS WWW.DORFMANPACIFIC.COM
NON-SALES INQUIRIES  TOLL FREE: 800 675-1187
SHIPPING  2615 BOEING WAY - STOCKTON, CA 95206
MAILING  P.O. BOX 213005 - STOCKTON, CA 95213-9005

NATIONAL SHOWROOMS
NEW YORK, NY
393 5TH AVENUE, 7TH FLOOR • NEW YORK, NY 10016
PH: 800 887-4428  FAX: 212 594-0632

STOCKTON, CA
DORFMAN PACIFIC CORPORATE OFFICE
2615 BOEING WAY - STOCKTON, CA 95206
PH: 800 367-3626  eFAX: 866 247-4624

ATLANTA, GA
AMERICASMART, BUILDING 3
75 JOHN PORTMAN BLVD. NW #8W121A - ATLANTA, GA 30303
PH: 800 367-3626  eFAX: 866 247-4624

DALLAS, TX
DALLAS MARKET CENTER
2050 N. STEMMONS FREEWAY, 13TH FLOOR SUITE #13556
DALLAS, TX 75207
PH: 214 631-2355  FAX: 214 631-2082

DENVER, CO
DENVER MERCHANDISE MART
451 EAST 58TH AVENUE #3571 & 3564 - DENVER, CO 80216
PH: 800 886-3726  FAX: 303 233-7057

HONOLULU, HI
EVERYTHING MOVES SALES
615 PIKOI ST., SUITE 610 - HONOLULU, HI 96814
PH: 888 706-6837  FAX: 877 524-1773
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